
OMNES INCLUSION CENTRE
*WINTER EDITION*

WINTER 2021-2022!

GOODBYE, WINTER!

Winter bids us farewell with snow, giving its turn to the
first month of spring! Find out about our recent
activities, which filled our center with colors and
liveliness!
 

TAKE A LOOK AT:
#LESSONS

 
#CREATIVE ACTIVITIES

 
#INFORMATIVE MEETINGS -

DISCUSSIONS
 
 
 



~Lessons~
*Pathway to  A l l  Ch i ldren in  Educat ion*

We are happy to continue the program "Pathway to All
Children in Education (ACE)", which is implemented by OMNES
with the support and funding of UNICEF Greece. Greek, English,
Math, Science and computer classes are held on a daily basis
in combination with a number of psychosocial activities, with
the aim of facilitating the access of refugee and immigrant
children to formal education, as well as their general
empowerment.

*OMNES is a partner of SolidarityNow under the "All Children in
Education" program funded by UNICEF Greece.

"We do a lot of activities,
painting, art and crafts, we

meet our friends and we have a
great time!"

 

SETAISH, 10 YEARS OLD

"We do language, math,
English, computers and all

this helps us a lot at
school!"

 

MILAD, 16 YEARS OLD



~Creative activities~

*Knowledge*Creat iv i ty*Fun*

A new round of online chess lessons for elementary
students has started at the Inclusion Center thanks to
the official coach and champion, Michal Kanarkiewicz.

"One Song, Many Stories": A pleasant, but also moving
activity, during which the refugee women shared their
favorite songs and memories from their homeland!

Women's knitting group and meeting for tea and
discussion on the occasion of the end of the first
cycle!

Visit and tour of the Public Library of Kilkis for the
adult students of the Inclusion Center!

 



~Informative meetings -
discussions ~

*Educat ion*Psychosocia l  support*Heal th

educat ion*

"Internet security for parents and children", in order
to inform about the risks and provide some advice to
avoid them.
"Bullying and digital bullying", in order to inform the
beneficiaries about the phenomenon and its ever-
increasing dimensions over the years.
"COVID-19 - Latest updates for Greece" (New
measures, Third dose of vaccines, Validity of
vaccination and disease certificates, Instructions in
case of a positive result and case contact, Self-test
and rapid test).

In the framework of the ACE program, educational
meetings were held with the teachers of the schools
where our students attend, in order to contribute to their
smoother and more stable attendance at them.

At the same time, meetings of various topics were
continued: groups of psychological and social
empowerment - support and information on medical
issues.

 

All these actions would have been
impossible without the valuable help

and support of Choose love and
Unicef! We are grateful that they are

by our side and contribute to our
work, in order to promote the

inclusion of our people and the
improvement of every aspect of their

lives!


